Expectations
A single PM tool combining a task tracker and document storage, integrated with a git repository and a mail service.

Needs
Quick access to her team’s and her own tasks, documents and git repository.

Challenges
Linda’s most important challenge is to always keep track of never-ending changes in the specs and mock-ups. Since the documentation is stored in different tools, it’s not that easy to notice when someone makes a change and quickly react to it.

Goals
- Optimize the workflow and processes among Dev, QA and Support teams by the end of the year
- Integrate performance reviews into her team and set up 3-months goals for each team member

Channels

Skills
Tech Savvy
Communication

Motivations
- Automation of processes
- Slack Integration
- Clear and structured specs and mock-ups
- Ability to use the newest technologies

Expectations
A single PM tool combining a task tracker and document storage, integrated with a git repository and a mail service.

Challenges
Being a Lead of three dev teams working on three different projects, Linda is responsible for setting up the workflow that will respond to the needs and processes of each project.